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The nodes with the largest degree are very susceptible to traffic congestion, thus an
effective way to improve traffic and control congestion can be redistributing traffic load 
in hub nodes to others. We proposed an efficient routing strategy, which can remarkably 
enhance the network throughput. In addition, by using detrended fluctuation analysis, 
we found that the traffic rate fluctuation near the critical point exhibits the scaling
in the power spectrum, which is in accordance with the empirical data.
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Since the seminal works on the small-world and the scale-free
the studies of complex networks have attracted a lot of interests within

the physics community3. One of the ultimate goals of the current studies on com-
plex networks is to understand and explain the workings of the systems built upon

The increasing importance of large communication networks, upon which
our society survives, calls for the need for high efficiency in handling and deliver-
ing information. There have been many previous studies to understand and control
traffic congestion on networks, with a basic assumption that the network has a ho-
mogeneous structure, however, many real-life communication networks, such as the 
Internet6 and the World-Wide-Web7, have highly heterogeneous structure, thus it 
is of great interest to study the traffic flow on scale-free networks. 

In this paper, we treat all the nodes as both hosts and routers8. The model is
described as follows: at each time step, there are R packets generated in the system,
with randomly chosen sources and destinations. It is assumed that all the routers 
have the same capabilities in delivering and handling information packets, that is,
at each time step all the nodes can deliver at most C packets one step toward
their destinations according to the routing strategy. We set C = 1 for simplicity.
A packet, once reaching its destination, is removed from the system. We are most
interested in the critical value where a phase transition takes place from free flow
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Fig. 1. (Color online) The 
N = 1225 (left panel) and N 
the maximal R, corresponds 

critical R, vs /3 for BA network with average degree 4 and of size 
= 1500 (right panel). Both simulation and analysis demonstrate that 
to /3 = 1. The results are the average over 10 independent runs. 

to congested traffic. This critical value can best reflect the maximum capability of 
a system handling its traffic. In particular, for R < R,, the numbers of created and 
delivered packets are balanced, leading to a steady free traffic flow. For R > R,, 
traffic congestion occurs as the number of accumulated packets increases with time, 
simply for that the capacities of nodes for delivering packets are limited. 

Consider the routing under global protocolg,where the whole structural infor- 
mation is available, and the fixed routing algorithm is the most widely used one 
for its obvious advantages in economical and technical costslO. Actually, the path 
with shortest length is not necessarily the quickest way, considering the presence 
of possible traffic congestion and waiting time along the shortest path. Obviously, 
nodes with larger degree are more likely to bear traffic congestion, thus a packet 
will by average spends more waiting time to pass through a high-degree node. 
All too often, bypassing those high-degree nodes, a packet may reach its destina- 
tion quicker than taking the shortest path. In order to find the optimal routing 
strategy, we define the "efficient path". For any path between nodes i and j as 
P ( i  + j )  := i - xo,xl , . . .xn- l ,xn  - j, denote 

where k(xi) denotes the degree of the node xi, and P is a tunable parameter. The 
efficient path between i and j is corresponding to the route that makes the sum 
L(P(i  + j) : P) minimum. Obviously, Lmin(P = 0) recovers the traditionally 
shortest path length. As for any pair of source and destination, there may be several 
efficient paths between them. We randomly choose one of them and put it into the 
fixed routing table which is followed by all the information packets. 

In Fig. 1, we report the simulation results for the critical value R, as a function 
of on BarabBsi-Albert (BA) network2 with the size N = 1225 and N = 1500, 
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Fig. 2. (Color online) The time series of traffic load in critical and free state on a BA network
with average degree 4 and of size N = 1225, where denotes the number of packets at time
t (left panel). In this case, the critical value is = 4.9. The detrended fluctuation analysis of
traffic rate process in critical states for different from to 1.9 in step 0.1 (right panel). 

which demonstrate that the optimal router strategy corresponding to = 1 and
the size of BA network doesn't affect the value of optimal In comparison with the
traditional routing strategy = the throughput of the whole network is
greatly improved more then 10 times without any increase in algorithmic complexity. 
By extending the concept of betweenness to efficient betweenness
centralitya, the analytic results can be obtained according to the Little's
The analytical results are also shown in Fig. 1, which agree very well with the
simulations.

Recently, the development of complexity science present a new point of view
that is propitious for us to investigate the scaling behavior of network traffic. In
particular, the empirical data of real traffic exhibit a f-type scaling in the power

which has also been reproduced by an ideal traffic A typical
simulation about the time series of the traffic load is shown in the left plot of Fig.
2, where the critical giant fluctuation can be seen when R is near R,. To give a
more accurate description of this statistical property, here we apply the detrended
fluctuation (DFA) on the traffic time series. It is seen from the right plot 
of Fig. 2, the scaling exponents, obtained by DFA for all are very close to 1.0,
which strongly support the existence of self-similarity and long-range correlation in 
the traffic time series. This result accurately agrees with the empirical analysis on
the real Ethernet traffic in which the corresponding exponent is

This studies may be useful for designing communication protocols for complex
networks, considering there appears no increase in its algorithmic complexity. In ad-
dition, although the model presented here is very simple, it may catch hold of some
essential features of real traffic as it can reproduce the f-type scaling behavior. It



is worthwhile to emphasize that an analogical routing strategy based on local pro-
tocol, where only the local information is available for each router, can also greatly
enhance the throughput of scale-free Especially, the correlation be-
tween a node's betweenness and its traffic load in the optimal case = 1) of
the current model is of the similar form to the relation between a node's degree 
and its traffic load in the case = -1 of that local traffic model we
wonder if the f scaling can also be detected in the local-routing system. More in-
teresting, researchers have recently found some evidences indicating there may exist 
some common features among traffic dynamic, epidemic spreading and synchroniz-
ing process on scale-free networks. In susceptible-infected (SI) if
the infectivity of each infected individual is limited, it is found that the contacting
strategy preferring small-degree nodes predicts faster And almost all 
the strategies used to improve network throughput and control congestion to re-
distribute traffic load, to increase the capacities of hub nodes, to reduce the average
distance, etc.), can also sharply enhance the network
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